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Use of Enzymes in BroilerOpt™ Feed Program 

One must add enzymes as ingredients. Then give them nutrient values and a cost. 

Now you can use them in two ways. 

First,   we can put an ingredient restriction of the dosage, for example, 0.05 % in BOTH the minimum and maximum 

values.  If you put it in the minimum only, the program will use more, if possible, generating more benefits than possible.  

If we put the value only in the maximum level, there is the chance that the least cost program would solve to less than 

the expected dose, expecting a linear response from the treatment, which may not happen. 

Also, any unused enzyme should be eliminated from use with a -1 in the max column for each diet. 

Second, the enzyme can be added after formulation.  That is to say that one can solve to an existing dietary  

specification and then the enzyme added “On Top” of the existing specifications.  This can be done but the outcomes 

have been hard to predict. 

To do this with BroilerOpt, here is the procedure.  Have the enzyme in the matrix as an ingredient, then click on the 

button on the “Current Flock” tab below “View Report”.  A window opens, enter the matrix number of the ingredient (it 

can be seen by opening the “Show Ingredient Info” window and hovering the mouse over the ingredient, or count the 

rows to the ingredient.  When you enter the number, the name will appear.  If needed, you can use the ingredient name  

to search for the right ingredient number.
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An input box will be there for the dose, again, 

like 0.05 %.  There will be check boxes for each 

diet so that the diets receiving application can 

be identified.  Close the window and the “Top 

Off” button will say “Enzyme Turn off” so you can turn off the addition later.  The use of the enzyme in formulation will 

be turned off while the Top Off application is used. 

When you run the “Current Calc”, you have an option to use the enzyme or not.  A yes or no on the window that opens 

determines if the enzyme is used or not.  Here is says “Rovabio Excel 0.05%” on top.  The  “Rovabio Excel 0.05%” is the 

name I gave the enzyme. 

If the “Top Addition” is used, the growth is determined and placed in the Current Flock window.  Also, it is put in the 

current column of the “Keep Track” Window. 

You can see that the picture on the left you can see the feed conversion and weight before use of the enzyme and on 

the right, the results with the enzyme “on top” of the same formulas.  The Nutrient table on the left has the total 

nutrition from that diet, the formulated values and the “top” application of the enzyme, plus the cost of the enzyme 

added to the feed formulation.  I have the “Keep Track” window as well, where the last treatment is in the left most 

column.  You can see the enzyme improved the cost (growth was stopped at the target weight) and feed conversion was 

lower. 

With the “Top Addition” on, the optimization tab operates with the enzyme addition to the diets chosen.  The enzyme 

cost is part of the determination. 
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